ZODIAC RESULTS FOR THE AUSPICIOUS MONTH Of ASHWAYUJA
October 17 - November 14, 2020
Effects and Impact of the Transitioning Planets for each NAKSHATRA (Birth Star)
How To Read The Chart: Use your Nakshatra and the Pada* in the second column below
If you do not know your birth star use an online Nakshatra and Pada calculator
*Each Nakshatra is divided into 4 parts of 3.20' (3 degrees and 20 minutes). These parts are called padas. Each pada has the characteristics of a sign of the
zodiac, starting with Aries. Therefore, the pada system can be seen as a system which integrates the Nakshatras with the commonly used zodiac.

RAASI (SUN SIGN)
MESHA RAASI
(ARIES)

NAKSHATRA
(BIRTH STAR)
Ashwini —1,2.3.4
Paadas

EFFECTS AND REMEDIES IN THE MONTH OF OCTOBER
Even if one gets money or wealth, one must make wise decisions that should be taken at the right time. There are 3 kala sarpa
doshas ahead of us and we have to be very careful. Even though some tasks can be very well done, it won’t be too surprising
that some unimaginable events can take place.

Bharani — 1,2,3,4 For good health, peaceful marital relationships and for peace of the home, the 3 stars mentioned in this raasi should perform
Paadas
the Navratri vratham for their benefit. By doing so many of their problems can be dissolved and they can attain great wealth.
For the benefit of good health, they should perform abhishekam to Sri Devi for all the 9 days of Navaratri, and also perform
Krithika — 1st
Chandi Homam every day. This will definitely fulfill their wishes.
paada
What are the remedies that one can use to avert the negatives of these stars?
For all the ten days of Navaratri, one should take only one meal during the day and fast in the night and meditate on Sri Devi,
which will give one a lot of Shakti. One should adhere to a vegetarian diet during Navaratri and follow strict rules to maintain
their purity. Then they will attain many auspicious benefits.
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VRUSHABHA
RAASI (TAURUS)

Krithika — 2,3,4
Paadas
Rohini — 1,2,3,4
Padaas
Mrigasira — 1,2
Paadas

People with these stars in this raasi should be extremely careful in the month of October, the first phase of kala sarpa dosha
has started. People should take guidance from experienced elders before making important decisions. However, some don’t,
and suffer loss from inappropriate decisions. To overcome this, one should worship Sri Devi for all the ten days of Navaratri
and perform abhishekams and Chandi Homa. By doing so, one will be protected by Sri Devi. Interfering in other people’s affairs
can lead to problems. So, don’t interfere. People born with either of these stars Krittika, Rohini and Mrigashira, could worship
Sri Devi with dedication and take a vow to worship her all the ten days of Navaratri. This will be an armor of protection that
will shield one from insults, allegations and dangers.
What are the remedies that one can use to avert the negatives of these stars?
Maintain silence during times of commotion. Follow a vegetarian diet and worship Sri Devi, and you will not be affected by any
black magic because of Her protection. Recite Devi Khadgamala all the ten days of Navaratri.

MIDHUNA RAASI
(GEMINI)

Mrigasira — 3,4
paadas
Aarudra —
1,2,3,4 Paadas
Punarvasu —
1,2,3 Paadas

KARKAATAKA
RAASI (CANCER)

Punarvasu — 4th
Paada

People with any of these 3 stars will feel very stressful. Because of this, they may experience health issues. This is a time when
their tasks work out very slowly and cause unrest or ashanti. If they want to speed up their tasks to fruition and avoid leg
pains, headaches, and a lot of stress in their minds, these people, no matter which pada the star is in, should take refuge at
Divine Mother’s feet. During this Navaratri time, if they perform abhishekams for all the ten days to Devi, they will get special
yoga of wealth, and poverty will be destroyed.
What are the remedies that one can use to avert the negatives of these stars?
Take only one meal every day for 10 days and chant the Lalita Sahasranama and Sri Khadgamala to reduce the current ashanti.
Don’t trust anybody and don’t sign any legal document for assurance or surety for anyone. Stay away from all commotions and
misunderstandings by maintaining silence and constantly meditate on Divine Devi.

Many people make long term plans. Everything is very encouraging; however, one must be very careful in these matters. Do
not drive too fast. It can be dangerous if you drive when you are tired. You must suppress your impetuousness, anger and
impatience. Definitely pray to Devi every day and sponsor Abhishekams during this period of Kala Sarpa Dosha time. Sri Chandi
Homas will protect your lives. Sri Chandi Homa is a great armor of protection against any or all doshas. This will definitely grant
you good fortune as a result of the grace of Sri Lakshmi Devi.
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Pushyami —
1,2,3,4 Paadas

What are the remedies that one can use to avert the negatives of these stars?
Light 5 lamps with 2 wicks (no black colored wicks) dipped in mustard oil. It will negate the commotion and ashanti in your
home.

KARKAATAKA
RAASI (CANCER)

Aaslesha —
1,2,3,4 Paadas

continued

S S SIMHA RAASI (LEO)

Makha — 1,2,3,4
Paadas

Sissi
Pubba — 1,2,3,4
Paadas
Uthara — 1st
Paada

Perform Lalita Sahasranama recitation from 6pm - 7pm and chant Devi Khadgamala 7pm-8pm every day. Offer sweet pongal
made with jaggery. Meditate in front of Sri Chakra. Make food donations to reduce your anxieties and anguish. Pray to Divine
Mother with great devotion.

They will get wealth but they will have no peace. They are susceptible to many doubts and suspicions. If they enjoy 1% respect,
they face 7% disrespect.
There will be a strong influence of Shani (Saturn) in their lives. If they sponsor Homa for all the ten days, they can obtain full
protection from any mishaps as a result of the adverse effects of Shani.
People whose stars are Makha, Pubba and Uttara should not wear blue clothes or jewelry. By not wearing blue clothes or
jewelry you would negate any inauspiciousness. Light blue wicks in mustard oil and place it in front of the Sri Chakra every day.
It will decrease misfortunes. Feed the poor for 7 Saturdays. If you find it difficult to do these remedies during the Navaratri
time, sponsor Maha Abhishekams in the Temple Sanctum Sanctorum. And sponsor Sri Chandi Homa from morning 10am for all
the 10 days.
What are the remedies that one can use to avert the negatives of these stars?
Make small balls with wheat flour and feed it to the fish. This will suppress the untoward effects of Shani. Don’t consume
intoxicating drinks. Shani will completely steal such people’s wealth. One must definitely meditate on Divine Mother for all the
ten days.

KANYA RAASI
(VIRGO)

Uthara — 2,3,4
Paadas

You might estimate great profits in your business, however, if you earn 2% your expenditure is 11%, meaning you will
experience a difference of 9% as deficit. This year you will have less respect and love from people. If you have 4% respect you
will have 7% disrespect. You have less power of intention.

Hastha —1,2,3,4
Paadas

You will be susceptible to depression. Financial difficulties will depress you. Some will have to travel long distances. As a result
of this you will have extreme fatigue. Shani will influence and trouble you a lot.
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Chitta — 1,2
Paadas
KANYA RAASI
(VIRGO)
continued

THULA RAASI
(LIBRA)

Chitta — 3,4
Paadas
Swathi —1,2,3,4
paadas
Visakha — 1,2,3
Paadas

For the removal of the defects of Shani, you can sponsor the Chandi Homa for the ten days and attain peace by having the
misfortunes dissolved by the grace of Sri Chandi.
Because most of the planets are not in high states you will be susceptible to mental distress. For pacifying Shani, you could eat
one meal in the morning but fast in the evening for all the ten days. Surrender to the Divine Mother and take refuge at her
lotus feet with determination during the time of Navaratri and have 100% faith. To face the current and the forthcoming
difficulties, perform abhishekams all these 10 days to Sri Devi and get release from destruction of these mountains of
misfortune by Divine Mother’s compassion.

You will have a lot of wealth, but you will spend as much as you have earned. While 7% of people respect you at the same time
7% will reject you. Do not give in to disrespect and contempt and don't trust everyone easily. This month you might have many
challenges, rivalry, and intense differences. One must be very careful this month. Times are very bad. There will be wealth but
also unrest and lack of protection. There will be times when there will be a high chance of losses.
Feed some grains to the birds for 16 Thursdays. Perform abhishekams to Sri Lalita Devi and Chandi Homas every day during
this Navaratri for great protection of life. Don’t start any new undertakings on a Saturday. Do not travel on a Saturday under
any circumstance. Feed some sugar to the ants. Every day, if you light a lamp with cow ghee with your own hands, and place it
in front of the Sri Chakram, some of the defects of the planets will be removed. It is good to donate food to the poor during
Navaratri.
Worship Sri Devi three times in a day. Offer yellow colored flowers while worshipping Divine Mother. This will increase the
power of Guru balam and grant you divine shakti. Worshipping Sri Anjaneya with 108 betel leaves with your own hands will
have a profound effect.

VRUSCHIKA RAASI Visakha — 4 th
(SCORPION)
Paada
Anuradha —
1,2,34 Paadas
Jyeshta —
1,2,3,4 Paadas

If you earn 5%, you spend all the 5% and nothing remains. Your earnings will not be that much this year. The respect you get in
society is 3% and the respect you get in the family is also 3%. Disrespect also will be like 3% inside and outside. Self-esteem can
be hindered.
One will be susceptible to unbearable mental stress. You have to mingle with others very carefully. There is no need to be
fearful of others.
As a remedy for these problems and to gain the grace of Sri Maha Lakshmi during this Navaratri time, sponsor abhishekams to
Sri Lalitambika Devi in the sanctum sanctorum in your name in the early morning. Also perform Sri Chandi homa every day to
get rid of poverty and gain a fortunate stand and for Sri Chandi’s grace to protect you from all dangers. By doing so, you will
benefit from the power of 9 different Chandi homas by Devi’s grace. You will get rid of all the unknown anxieties and sorrows
and commotion and gain wealth. Light 5 lamps with 5 different colored wicks (no black colored wicks) dipped in mustard oil
between 6 PM - 7 PM during the 10 days of Navaratri. Do so for 40 days and you will attain wealth.
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DHANU RAASI
(SAGITTARIUS)

Mula — 1,2,3,4
Paadas
Purvashada —
1,2,3,4 Paadas
Utharashada —
1st Paada

In this year if one earns 8%, one’s expenses will be 11%. No matter how hard one tries one’s expenses will remain high. One
struggles with debt. Because of this one will have no peace. One gets 6% respect. But there will be many who will criticize and
speak negatively on their back, both inside and outside the house, so 3% disrespect people of this raasi. There will be some
auspicious occasions for which you may have to travel. However, there will be great perils and hazards hidden and awaiting for
you. You have to be extremely cautious. There will be unimaginable changes in one’s life including one’s health. It is very
important to be very careful about one’s health. This is being written after receiving pointings from Veda Pundits. If one’s mind
changes then one will change; one could trouble oneself. Universal Mother is the one who is guiding you in the right path
through life.
What are the remedies that one can use to avert the negatives of these stars?
The 3 stars in this zodiac will have many good fortunes but more misfortunes. The remedy for this is the following.
During Navaratri abhishekam is performed with 1008 different sacred river waters. This is not for Divine Mother but for you.
With the performance of these abhishekams, you will be released from many of the defects and feel relaxed, then your mind
will guide you in the right path. Definitely wear red colored outfits. Definitely recite and chant the names of Sri Devi
Khadgamala.
Sponsor Chandi Homa for all the 9 days to remove your financial constraints and difficulties and to overcome your enemies. Sri
Lakshmi’s grace is much less at this time. All these defects will be removed by the unlimited merits gained with the grace of Sri
Chandi Homa. All your previous financial difficulties will be removed, and you will attain wealth. All the differences between
husband and wife will be reduced and as a result there will be peace between them.

MAKARA RAASI
(CAPRICORN)

Utharashada —
2,3,4 paadas
Sravana —
1,2,3,4 Paadas
Dhanishta —1,2
Paadas

People in this zodiac are experiencing Elinnaati Shani. Because of this effect, their tasks are accomplished very slowly. Their
mental inspiration is reduced. People with all these stars have only 2% respect and everybody including the family members
will be indifferent to them. Nobody will respect you for your honorable age. You will have 6% of insults and disrespect.
Due to the effects of Shani you will not have wealth. You will be left alone without any support from anybody. Due to these
changing difficult times, you will be sinking into depression. You will be suffering from ill health due to constant fear and
tension because of challenges from enemies and being without anybody’s support. All your projects will be delayed due to
slow progress.
People in this zodiac with Shravana, Uttarashadha and Dhanishta stars should light 2 lamps with 5 different colored wicks in
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mustard oil in front of Sri Chakra for one whole year during the rahu kala time which occurs every day in the calendar year.
(refer to vedic calendar for rahu kala timings)
All the above-mentioned difficulties and challenges will be reduced. But due to Elinnaati shani (7.5-year period or saade
saathi), if the people with any of these 3 stars sponsor and perform abhishekam in the sanctum sanctorum of Sri Devi early in
the morning, Shani will not inflict pain on them. He will protect them from any accidents happening.

MAKARA RAASI
(CAPRICORN)
continued

If you want your Financial disputes and Court cases, and marital differences to be reduced and nullified, perform Govu/Cow
puja and feed dates to Go Mata during this Navaratri time.
Definitely sponsor Sri Chandi Homa this year as well and receive Universal Mother’s excellent protection, the same way you
will receive protection from untimely accidents and death by performing Sri Chandi Homa. You can get this excellent
protection from Sri Durga only by doing Sri Chandi Homa and not by any other means.

KUMBHA RAASI
(AQUARIUS)

Dhanishta — 3,4
Paadas
Sathabhisha —
1,2,3,4 Paadas
Purvabhadra —
1,2,3 Paadas

Financial earnings will be good. However, there is no peace of mind. While 5% of the time people will respect you, your own
people will fight with you 6% of the time, and ridicule you. You will be tired of all this intolerable bickering and insults. You will
feel extremely lazy and very angry. You should reduce your anger.
In farming, you will reap good harvest but you will not earn much in return. You will put immeasurable effort into everything.
You will be very impatient and hurt everyone with your speech. You will be very stressed because of contradictory situations
formed in the family. There are a few stree shaapaas,curses stemming from women, for people with these stars: Dhanishta,
Sathabhisha and Purvabhadra.
To remove the sufferings in one’s life both in business and at home, in marital disharmony - to reduce problems and
commotion and irritations; and for those who are being verbally abused and are angry, it is not advisable to go your own way
just because misunderstandings are arising between each other.
Please look at the following remedy suggested for this kind of situation.
Rudrabhishekam to the shivalingam and abhishekam to Sri Devi with 1008 waters from sacred rivers are performed during the
9 days of Navaratri. The serpents swirled around the shiva lingam are positively charged with mantras and powerful sacred
waters used during the shiva abhishekams. These serpents are symbolic of human desires which are subdued or controlled and
neutralized. This ritual is called Naga vashikaranam, which when performed brings down the differences between husband and
wife, and restores the marriage.
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KUMBHA RAASI
(AQUARIUS)
continued

Light 5 lamps with 5 different colored wicks (no black colored wicks) dipped in coconut oil between 6 AM - 7 AM during the 10
days of Navaratri and in the evening after an evening bath,repeat the same ritual and continue to do so for 6 months. By doing
so, you will attain the yoga of the 5 planets and you will find harmony between husband and wife, who will mingle with each
other like honey in milk, and all the commotion will reduce.
When the wife being the owner of the house wears her anklet and roams around, the soft jingling sounds of the anklets feel as
if they are inviting Sri Maha Lakshmi into the house. Whoever lights 10 lamps for six months, that house will become the
residence of Sri Maha Lakshmi.
Because of the defects in these stars one lags behind in everything one does. During this period of Navaratri, perform
kumkumarchana with Sri Devi Khadgamala Stotram. Offer a red sari and red dhoti to Divine Mother and Sri Chakra as
naivedyam and then wear those clothes as prasad after the puja. If you do so at least 10% of your problems due to the
planetary defects will be reduced. Because of a defect in the 5th quadrant of the house, one cannot retain Maha Lakshmi in
their possession.
If you want to reap the fruits immediately, sponsor Chandi Homa every day for 9 days of Navaratri. Rahu and Ketu defects and
curses will be burned to ashes by the performance of Chandi Homa, which is beneficial to you and your progeny. You will
attain Dhana yogam. If you follow the above-mentioned actions, you will reduce your karma load and attain many benefits.
Speak sweetly with your tongue, otherwise you will lose all relationships. Behave carefully with responsibility.
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MEENA RAASI
(PISCES)

Purvabhadra —
4th Paada
Utharabhadra —
1,2,3,4 Paadas

On examining this raasi, it is found that this year their predictions are very ordinary and not particularly great. If there is only
one person that is respectful there are 2 people to criticize and scold them. If the people with these stars earn 8%, their
expenditure will be 11%. That means they are not able to control their expenses. They should plan their budget and spend
economically.

They have to be very careful and pay attention to the wellbeing of their children from the month of October to December.
People with any of these 3 stars will have lifelong problems with enemies and moreover, they are experiencing elinnaati shani
Revathi — 1,2,3,4 period of 7.5 years.
Paadas
Performing abhishekams to Sri Lalitambika seated on Panchabramhasana in the Sanctum Sanctorum during this Navaratri time
will benefit you by eradicating these kinds of sufferings caused by Shani and enemies.
Performing abhishekams to the panchamukha shivalingam swirled with the serpents will suppress the suffering from shani and
give you ultimate protection. So therefore, by sponsoring the Sri Devi and Shiva abhishekams for all the 10 days will negate all
the above-mentioned pain and challenges.
If you want peace of mind, wealth and progress in life, you must first remedy the defects. Sri Chandi Homam is the only
remedy and means for all your problems and defects. “Sapta Shati” chandi homam is the biggest and best medicine for the 7.5
years period of the defects of Shani.
To be able to perform chandi homam is a blessing. So, what you need at this time is not wealth but more importantly, the
merits from your previous births, cumulative merits acquired from your lineage and astrological merits. If these merits are in
agreement, only then you will get the mindset to sponsor and perform this powerful Chandi homam. If not, you wouldn't even
think about it. You can always earn money, but you cannot avail the opportunity to participate in this Navaratri.
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NAVARATRI SRI CHANDI HOMA
For these 10 days, Chandi homam will be performed on a grand scale by the Vedic pandits which is impossible to describe. If
one wants to participate in this grand event, one has to have the great merit of having all favorable circumstances to make it
possible. This is called Punya yogam.
Why should one do Chandi homa? Because, of all the worships, Chandi homa grants immediate reward of Chandi shakti.
Chandi homam will remove any obstacles to your children's progress. Sri Chandi homam will burn your sins to ashes of
innumerable lifetimes.
It will also remove any ancestral defects. Before doing any homa, the performer has followed strict rules of niyama and
nishtha, done thousands and lakhs of different mantras before sitting in front of the fire in the homa pit. Sri Chandi homa
beats and chases away the divinities of apamrithyu- untimely death.
While the abhishekams done for Sri Devi removes the dangers relating to water and air disasters, Sri Chandi homa burns up
sins accumulated from many births and eradicates dangers from fire. She is sarva roga nivarini, remover of all diseases.
When we do Chandi homa, she destroys mental and physical ill-health that were caused due to curses and sins. Sri Chandika
Devi grants new power and inspiration. Sri Chandi Devi prevents sudden death, like accidents caused by vehicles, and does not
let death come anywhere near you. Divine Mother is the mrityu samhara devata- destroyer of death itself.
This great homa, for Divine Mother who shines in the brilliance of million Suns, is performed according to traditional Vedic
rituals, and grants wonderful yoga of victory. No matter where you are or in which country you are, during this Navaratri,
definitely wear a red dress as it will multiply your efficiency. No matter how much darkness is in your life, Devi who is the
brilliant light of a million Suns, will dispel that darkness.
We have the opportunity to sponsor and perform these homas at this time of kala sarpa dosha at the auspicious time of
Navaratri. By doing these homas, we will get rid of Alakshmi yogam and attain special Dhana yogam. Because of these homas,
financial problems will be reduced. Devi will protect you and your children from any calamities happening. There’s nothing
equivalent to Navaratri vratam in granting you shakti, immense power.

Vedamandali, Bangalore, South India
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